El Karama Lodge
The Big Picture
There is a bigger picture to this private conservancy: our eco-tourism lodge is just one part of that
picture. The intention has always been to create a diverse land use model that offers true sustainability
for wildlife and habitat conservation. The model we see currently at El Karama relies on small business
rather than donor dollars.
It focuses on providing employment, development and training, new and innovative techniques that are
beneficial to the environment and diversity so that it is less vulnerable to the tumult of climate change,
socio economic and political pressures and all that accompanies these realities.
In terms of the main infrastructure, El Karama Conservancy supports 14 fully trained and armed rangers
for anti-poaching and wildlife security, we have re-invested in expanding eight dams over 14,000 acres
to provide annual water holding for wildlife, operations rely on a 1.5 million litre rain-fed reservoir with
permitted and metered usage, cattle are protected from predators in moveable metal bomas/corrals
that also regenerate grassland and prevent any possible human/wildlife conflict in our area. Ongoing
self-funded research here includes leopard monitoring through trail cameras with El Karama Lodge,
lion monitoring through smart technology, general wildlife security patrols with the ranger team and an
annual census for Grevy’s zebra, reticulated giraffe and bird species!

Other activities here, also independent small businesses, generate modestly to the rising costs. There
is cattle breeding, for which El Karama is historically known. This nation’s only breeders of pedigree
Sahiwal cattle, a breed originally from Pakistan and particularly suited to arid environments, Sahiwal
are longer legged and hardier when faced with the ravages of tick-borne disease. Popular amongst the
Masaai culture, these lovely toffee coloured cattle can now be found all over Kenya!
The land carries El Karama Sahiwals, but also grazes, under a fixed management contract, additional
cattle belonging to community owners in the North of Kenya. A small herd of Dorpa sheep ensures only
the most wholesome and grass-fed meat comes to our table. We are in every way, truly farm to fork.
In addition to the livestock the land also supports a calf-friendly dairy producing milk. The dairy herd is
a cross breed created by El Karama Ranch using artificial insemination. With a combination of Fleckvieh,
a high milk yield dairy cow originating from Austria, and the Sahiwal breed, the dairy produces enough
to sell locally. The milk is a social enterprise and is largely sold to the neighbouring community at a
reasonable price, enabling entrepreneurs to create business opportunities for themselves from this very
sought-after product.
The arable section of non-irrigated/non-pesticide mixed fodder – (mostly Rhodes grass) on the South,
provides back up fodder for livestock and for sale. Having this option means that the wildlife can be
prioritised in grazing when future droughts hit the region. All income streams are modest but growing
and together provide essential cover for the increasingly onerous costs of hosting and protecting wildlife
in Kenya. If the conservancy were reliant on tourism alone it could not survive without help from donors.
Currently El Karama Conservancy exists without significant donors and operates on small business alone.
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